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These flashcards cut through to the essential core facts and components of the PMP Exam.

Perfectly aligned with The PMP Exam: How To Pass On Your First Try, this companion product will

help students commit the most important information to memory quickly and effectively.
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Nothing beats flash cards for memorization, and a lot of memorization is required for the PMP exam.

These cards also have the knowledge areas printed on them, which makes it easier to sort them for

focused study on a particular area.Note that some of the process cards list "key" inputs, tools, and

outputs. "Key" means they're doing you a favor and helping you focus on the stuff you are most

likely to be tested on. I was annoyed by this at first, but came to see the value of these focused lists

for study purposes.

This particular brand of cards contains extensive errors. If you memorize the errors it will

presumably adversely affect your test score.In specific you must memorize process steps to master

the PMBOK. Process steps have "key inputs", "key outputs" and "key tools" In this deck

transcription errors have limited many of the entries on these cards to i item in the category instead

of the set identified in the PMBOK. Thus, where the PMBOK may say inputs are the project

management plan, the project charter and enterprise process assets for a step, these cards would



only list one, say the project management plan, leaving 2 others omitted.Buy thse PMP flashcards

instead. I bought them and they lack the defect identified above.Â PMP Exam Prep Flash Cards

These cards have different information than what is in the book and some information is missing. My

biggest issue, however is that they have the answers on both sides! You can't just read a definition

and try to guess the word/concept!

These are really good flash cards and there are enough of them that you can study them with the

appropriate amount of detail. Like all flash cards, set aside the ones that you don't need and focus

on the ones you have trouble with.I used "The PMP Exam: How to Pass on Your First Try, Fourth

Edition" with these flash cards, along with the other Velociteach study aid and had no surprises

when I took the PMP exam.

I'm studying for the PMP and comparing these cards to the book. They could not be worse. They

are completely useless and would make you fail if you used them. They have a ton of areas marked

as having No Input but in fact when you look at the PMP 4th addition there could be as many as 10

inputs. Same hold true for tools and outputs. Don't buy these...total waste of money and are

completely wrong.

These cards are not worth studying with because they do not contain half of the inputs, tools, and

techniques that are on the exam. In addition, the quick reference guide is the same way. The cards

to not match it. The Quick Reference guide comes closer to the book but is still short of what is on

the exam or practice exams within the velociteach website. It's no wonder most people fail a few

times before the pass, or at all for that matter.

I purchased these cards to assist with studying for the PMP. However the cards are inaccurate and

do not convey the correct information according to the PMI standards. On many of the cards, the

Inputs, Tools & Techniques and Outputs were not what PMI conveys them in the PMBOK. Many of

the Inputs were missing. For example; Scope Management, 5.3 Create WBS, these cards had no

inputs! There are actually 3. If this were to be the case, there should be an explanation of the

differances. There is nothing in the box as reference, just the cards.I'm glad I caught this in the first

10 minutes. This was the case for many of the flashcards. What an utter disappointment!



Product is wonderful, am currently studying for the PMP and these cards are quickly becoming a

must have tool in our study group.
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